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INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a compact metric space. If T: Y -+ Y is a homeomorphism, 
let M(T) denote the set of finite T-invariant Bore1 measures on Y. If {&> 
is a continuous flow on Y, let M({&}) = fitsa M(&), the finite{+,}-invariant 
Bore1 measures. It is a classical result of Kryloff and Bogoliouboff [4] that 
WGm f Kc 
By a reparameterization of (&}, we mean a continuous flow {&} which 
has the same orbits. Then one can literally reparameterize {&} to get {&}. 
We first show 
PROPOSITION I. If {c&} (and hence also {I/Q}) has no fixed points, then there 
is an ujine bijection between &I({+,}) and M({+,}). 
Proposition I is implicit in [I, 21. 
Now {&} is called uniquely ergodic if it has a unique invariant Bore1 
probability measure. Thus, we immediately get: 
COROLLARY II. In the absence of fixed points, (I$~} is uniquely ergodic ;f 
and only if {&} is. 
In the language of dynamical systems then, for flows without fixed points, 
unique ergodicity is a topological conjugacy invariant. If one wants to prove 
that a given flow is uniquely ergodic, it suffices to choose any convenient 
reparameterization; this turns out to be useful [5]. 
However, the no fixed point assumption is essential for the foregoing. Of 
course, if a uniquely ergodic flow has a fixed point p, then p is the only fixed 
point and 6, (the point measure concentrated at p) is the only invariant Bore1 
probability measure. We give 
EXAMPLE III. There is a continuous uniquely ergodic flow (with a 
fixed point) on Y and a reparameterization that is not uniquely ergodic. 
Our example is constructed as a suspension flow of a subshift. 
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Rufus Bowen and Charles Pugh have been extremely helpful in the 
preparation of this w0rk.l 
1. PROPOSITION I
The idea is to show that information about finite invariant measures is 
really stored .on “cross sections” to flows; via these cross sections, one can 
construct a finite ($,)-invariant measure from a finite {&}-invariant measure. 
This procedure (which was first given in [2]) turns out to be l-l and onto 
under our “no fixed point assumption.” 
Notation. &#4 = {&y: t E [a, b], y E A}. 
DEFINITION. A local section of time a: > 0 for {h} is a compact set 5’ C Y 
such that the map 5’ x [-01, a] -+ Y, defined by (y, t) M&(Y) is l-l 
(hence a homeomorphism onto its image). 
Whitney’s local section theorem states: 
LEMMA 1.1 [6]. For each y E Y, there exists 01 > 0 and a local section S 
for {&} of time a: such that y E int (+[-a,+S). 
The absence of fixed points is essential for Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2 [2]. If p E M({&}) and S is a local section of time 01, then 
there is a jkite Bore1 measure pLs on S such that on $[,,,JS, p = ps x 1, 
(where 1, denotes (non-normalized) Lebesque meaSure on [-ar, CX]). 
Note that ps is uniquely determined. 
LEMMA 1.3 [2]. There is a continuous “~epa~ameterization” function 
7: Y x R + Y such that &(y) = #,(&y), ~(y, 0) = 0, ~(y, .) is strictly 
monotone and ~(y, t + s) = Q-(y, s) + ~(+,y, t). 
By compactness of Y and Lemma 1.1, there exist local sections S, ,. . . , S,, , 
for{&} of times a1 ,..., 01, such that Y = lJy=, 4[--Oii,ai~Si . Define 7: M({&}) - 
WWH ‘v 
for A, a Bore1 subset of r+4-ori,or~~Si . It follows from uniqueness of the measures 
ps that r(p) is a well-defined element of M({I,&)); this is proved in detail in [2]. 
Certainly 7r is affine. 
Now, n is l-l. To see this, first note that if n(p) = W(V), then (letting 
1 M. Paul suggested a more geometric example III, see [7, 81. 
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ai = inf,,,, , ~(a~ , y) > 0) for B, a Bore1 subset of Si, and A = I,L[,,,~~JB, we
have ai . psi(B) = r(p) (A) = V(Y) (A) = aivs,(B); so each psi = ysi . 
Since (~si)~C=l completely determine CL, it follows that p = v. 
Since each Si is also a local section for {&}(by Lemma 1.3) given h E M({#,}), 
one can construct measures hsi on Si for {I,&} (as in Lemma 1.2). Then use 
these to construct a measure p* E iVZ({&}), such that +*) = X. Namely 
define I** by CL* JQt-,i.,i,Sj = hsi x Zmi . The {&}-invariance of EL* is proved 
in essentially the same way as the {&}-invariance of T+) (above) (reverse 
roles of {&} and {&}). So, m is onto //. 
2. FIXED POINTS 
If the flow has a fixed point, then the preceding argument fails, mainly 
because Whitney’s local section theorem (Lemma 1.1) fails to hold. One 
could still define a map from M({+,}) to M({I,$)) by appropriately perturbing 
the preceding argument, but it could fail to be a bijection; in particular, 
finite measures in M((f$,}) are likely to correspond (in the sense of Lemma 
1.2) to infinite measure on “quasi-sections” (i.e., compact sets that are local 
sections except at a fixed point of the flow). An easy example of this, given 
by Bowen, is to let (in Definition 2.1) X = [l, + CO] the one point com- 
pactification of [I, +co), T = identity, f(x) = 1/x2, f(+ co) = 0, and 
p = (q(m x l)IYC(r,,)), where m /[l,+m) = Lebesque measure, m((+co}) = 0, 
I = Lebesque measure. Our example III will show that this sort of phenom- 
enon can occur in the uniquely ergodic case. The example is constructed from 
a single homeomorphism in the following standard way: 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Suspension flow or “flow under a function.“). Let X 
be a compact metric space and T: X + X be a homeomorphism. Let fi 
X + R be a continuous, non-negative function such that for each x E X, 
either C&f(Px) = co = C~,,f(Pix) or f(x) = 0, and the latter holds 
only if TX = x (such an f will be called acceptable). Let Y*( T, f) = {(x, t): 
x EX, t E [O,f@)lI and W”,f) th e s ace P obtained from Y*(T, f) by 
identifying (x, f (x)) - (TX, 0) for all x. Let 4: Y*(T, f) -+ Y(T, f) be the 
quotient map. The suspension flow {z-~} = {rt(T, f)} on Y(T, f) is defined 
by flowing vertically at unit speed from the base (4(X, 0)) until you hit the 
top of Y( T, f ), and then returning instantaneously to the base, remembering 
the identification (i.e., for t > 0, r&(x, u)) = q(Tkx, w) where a and K are 
determined by z, = t + u - CfIl f ( Tix) and z, E [0, f (T4)]). 
Note. If f (x) = 0, then 4(x, 0) is a fixed point of {7rt}. 
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It seems to be easier to think in terms of time averages rather than measures 
(Y = compact metric space): 
TIME AVERAGE CRITERION 2.2 [4]. Let {rt} be a continuous flow on Y 
and let TV be a {rr,)-invariant Bore1 probability measure on Y. Then (z-3 is 
uniquely ergodic (with p = the unique measure) if and only if for all y E Y 
and all Bore1 sets V with 
Criterion 2.2 is usually stated with continuous functions in place of the 
xv’s; the equivalence of the two forms follows from a standard theorem on 
weak convergence of measures [3, pp. 1 I-121. 
We will find it convenient to reformulate this in a way that gives a criterion 
for unique ergodicity of suspension flows in terms of the base: 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that f is an acceptable function for T and f has a 
single zero, p. Then, {7rt( T, f )> is uniquely ergodic if and only if for every closed 
set F C X that does not contain p and every x E X, x # p, 
Proof. (*) The unique measure must be 6, , where fi = q(p, 0). Given F, 
let V = q({x, t): x E F, t E [0, f (x)1>). Then Y is a closed set that misses j. 
So, by Criterion 2.2, we get 
lim _C~o xF(Tix) f (T”x) 
?lt+CO c;LJ f (Tix) 
Letting m = min(f IF) > 0, we get for all n 
CLo XFP) 
cy, f (Tix) 
< J- Z-o x&W f GW . 
m Ci”=, f (Tix) 
These two facts yield (*). 
(e) Let Y be as in Criterion 2.2 and /.L = 6, . 
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Case 1. #$ CZ(V). Th en one can find a closed set F C X that misses p, 
such that Cl(V) C V’ = q({(x, t): x EF, t E [O,f(x)]}). So, for all X, x fp, 
< (max( f)) c20 X&Y 
C~~‘=,f(W 
-+ 0 = 6,(V) as fl-+co. 
Since f is bounded 
increments; thus, 
above, {~~=, f (TGc)}, increases to +OO with bounded 
lim 1.1’ xv 0 V&(X, 0)) ds = 0 = 6,(Y). 
t++m t o 
Since q(x, 0) is in the {rr,}-orbit of q(x, s), s E [0, f(x)], we get 
limt,+, (1 /t) $ xv * rg( y) ds = 6,(V) for all y E Y. 
Case 2. p E int (V). Then, 
lim -!- 1’ xv o w,(y) ds = 1 - tGlim + 
s 
t 
t-t+m t 0 
xvc 0 gs(r> ds = 1 = &(V) 
0 
by Case 1. 
Since we need only consider sets V such that 6,(8V) = 0 (i.e., 5 + a(V)), 
Cases 1 and 2 exhaust all possibilities. // 
Suppose that fi and f2 are acceptable suspension functions for T with the 
same single zero. Although {7rt( T, fi)} and {w~(T, fi)} are flows on different 
spaces, one can easily construct (by speeding up or slowing down along 
“vertical fibers” (~(((2, t): t E [0, f (xl]})) a continuous flow (h} on Y( T, fi), 
which has the same orbits as {rt(T, fi)} and is isomorphic to {n,(T, fJ} (i.e., 
there is a homeomorphism h such that h 0 (rr,(T, fJ) = & 0 h). So, to get 
Example III it suffices to construct fi and fi us above such that {r,(T, fi)} is 
uniquely ergodic, but {rt( T, fi)} is not. 
What kind of T will work ? Well, for example, it cannot just contract the 
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whole space towards p; for then any suspension flow would contract the 
whole space into $ = q(p, 0), whence the flow would have to be uniquely 
ergodic. More generally, the iterated nonwandering set Sz, must contain 
points other than p (where Q1(w) = {x E X: for all neighborhoods U of x, 
u n (Un>OfnU> f D>, Q,(f) = -%(fl~~-~), fin, = nnzl f&J; for all finite 
invariant measures are concentrated on Q, . The easiest way to do this is 
for T to have a recurrent point, i.e., a nonperiodic point _a such that _a is an 
accumulation point of its own orbit; we will need to make sure that the orbit 
of _a stays near p “most of the time,” but returns back near a often enough 
so that Lemma 2.3( *) can fail to hold for some judiciously chosen suspension 
function f, We can get this behavior in subshifts, which we now describe. 
Let 2, = (0, l} with the discrete topology and Z = JJZ 2, with the 
product topology. We write each x E 2 as a bi-infinite string of O’s and l’s, 
(x$=-m . Z is a compact metric space, with the metric 
d(x, y) = 2 I %I - yn [/zln’. 
n=--or 
Thus, in this metric x and y are close if xi = yi 1 i / < n for large n. Let 
U: Z+ Z be the left shift: o((xJ) = (yJ where yn = x,+~ .
We define a special a E Z as follows. For a finite string r = {xi}C, , let 
j r / = N, the length of r. Let r o = 0 and define the finite string rn = 
~~-Vr~--l inductively, where s” is a finite string of l’s whose length (very 
large compared to 1 m-l 1) satisfies (2.4) below. Let a = (a,) E Z be defined 
by a, = 1 for i < 0 and for each n, (ui ... a,) = P, where m = j rn /. For 
convenience we require: 
(4 I 
2”(n + 2) ) 
I V-l I + I sn I ! decreases monotonically to zero. 
(b) 
(c) 
[ sn [ > 2 1 P--l [ 
(1 sn 1 - I P-l I} increases monotonically to +a. 
(2.4) 
(4 1 s” 1 is even. 
One can choose {I sn ]} inductively (on the order of 22”) satisfying the above. 
The relevance of (a)-(d) will appear bit by bit. 
Let X = CZ (u-orbit of a). Thus, X is a compact metric space. Note 
that x E X if and only if for each n the finite string (x, ... x,) appears 
somewhere in _a. In particular, any point in X is heavily laden with l’s, 
and two O’s cannot appear consecutively. Let T = CJ 1 x . Let p = (. . . .l 11 I 1.. ..). 
Note that p is the unique fixed point of T. 
Our two suspension functions fi and fa will both be constructed in the 
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following way: Let {bk} K = 0, 1,2,... be a sequence of positive numbers 
such that 
(1) bk J 0 (bk,l G bk) 
(2.5) 
(2) 2 b, = co. 
k’=O 
Definef: X-t R by 
f(x) = 0 if x = p 
= b, k = mini1 i j: xi = 0}, otherwise. 
Note 2.6. If x0 = 0, thenf(T%) > blil for all i. 
Note thatfis continuous atp (by (2.5) (1)); asfis locally constant elsewhere, 
it is continuous. If x # p, then for some j, (2%) = (ri), with y. = 0, 
whence by Note 2.6, CL,j( P+jx) > CTCo bi = co, whence CL,f( T%) = co. 
Similarly, ~i”_of(T-ix) = 00. Thusfis acceptable. We will use the criterion 
(Lemma 2.3). 
Construction of fi 
Let fi = f be as above, with the additional requirement, 
“F1’ b, = n2* 
k=O 
(2 would do) for all 1z > 1. (2.7) 
It is possible to choose {bh} satisfying (2.5) (1) and (2) and (2.7) since 
(n + 1) 2n+1 - n2” = 2yn + 2) 
1 Yn 1 - 1 Yn-1 1 1 y-1 1 + 1 P-1 1 
decreases monotonically to zero (2.4a) (i.e., choose 
bk = (n + 1) 2n+r - 0 
1 Y* 1 - 1 y--l 1 
for 1 yn-11 < k < 1 Yn I). 
We verify (*) of Lemma 2.3. First note that it suffices to prove (*) for 
F = F, = {X E X: x0 = 0). For then it would follow that (*) is true for 
F = (J$:-* T”Fo , all 72. Since {(lJrs-n TiFo)c},“=, forms a local basis of 
neighborhoods at p, we get (*) for any closed F with p $ F. 
Now fix x E X and let c = (x0 ... x,,J for some m. By definition of X, 
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c must appear in _a. Let n = n(m, x) be the integer such that / rn 1 > m 2 
j ~--l I. Now _a can be viewed as a sequence of copies of ra-l separated by 
strings of l’s of length > ) P j. By (2.4b) 2 1 s” / > 1 P [ + 2 / yn-l 1 = 
1 P I > m. So, any appearance of c in a can intersect at most two copies 
of rn-1. Thus, the number of zeros in c < 2 . (the number of zeros in 
1 m-l I) = 2* (by induction). Thus, 
f xFO(Tkx) < 2” . 
h-0 
Now if we assume, for the moment, that x E F, , it then follows by the choice 
of n, (2.6), and (2.7) that 
Thus, 
But as m --+ co, so does n. So, we get Lemma 2.3(*) for F = F, and all 
x E F, . Since the orbit of each point (other than p) in X hits F. , we get 
Lemma 2.3(*) for F = F, and all x # p, as desired. 
Construction of fi 
We construct fi = f with {bk} satisfying (2.5) (1) and (2) and 
where e, = b, and for n 2 1, (2.7)’ 
e, = 2C:Lf’ bi (e.g., we could choose bi = l/(4 I sn / - Q 1 ~n-l I) for 
5 I sn-l I < i < & 1 sn /; then e, = 2n, n 3 1 and so (2.5) (2) and (2.7)’ 
will hold; (2.5) (1) holds by (2.4~). 
By Lemma 2.3 it suffices to show 
is bounded away from zero. 
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First note that ~!~~j.( 2%) = 2”e,, + 2+lel + 1.. e, ; for by construction 
of _a (in particular, the fact that each yn-l begins and ends with a O), 
= 2 “5” f2(Tig) + e, . 
i=l 
Now, proceed by induction. 
Also, C;:; XFO(Ti_a) = 2”. Thus 
CL? XFo(n?) = 2” 
z;:; fi(ns) 2”e, + 2+lel + **a + e, 
= C;==, tekP*) 
and this holds for all 7t. // 
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